Your single
solution
partner
IT consulting.
Project delivery.
Managed services.
Technical services.

Our services cover the whole project
delivery lifecycle, including platform
optimisation, operational intelligence
and security solutions. We can work
with you on single phases of a project
or as a complete solution partner from
start to finish.

WE DELIVER

WE MANAGE

Project delivery
Our expertise in managing all aspects of project delivery adds
substantial value throughout each phase of your project’s
lifecycle. Our best-practice project management methodologies
provide a framework for managing and delivering projects while
also allowing us to be flexible.

Business analysis and solution design
We are more than simply IT enablers. We understand business
and ask the right questions, spanning the gap between business
and IT. Our business consultants work with you to identify
strengths and weaknesses in your processes to provide the
best solutions.

Testing
Our test planning and execution procedures are thorough,
targeted and perfectly aligned with real-world demands.
We have a strong record in delivering projects with aggressive
schedules, protecting your go live date by triaging testing
phases to support critical timeframes.

Solution development
Our certified software development professionals are at the
leading edge of technology and deliver effective, scalable and
robust software solutions. With continuous integration and
delivery, constant code reviews and test driven development,
we deliver industry best return on investment.

Change management
Avocado provides end-to-end change consulting across the
public and private sectors. We help deliver organisational,
technology and cultural change that can minimise resistance,
increase engagement, reduce costs and improve performance.

Release management
Avocado brings together everything required to operate
a robust and scalable release management function.

We assess your current IT environment, develop an
implementation strategy and optimise your release
processes as your needs change.

Managed services
Our managed IT platforms free you up to focus on
your core business. We take care of everything –
application development, performance, patching,
monitoring, maintenance, servers and reporting.
You’ll have improved performance, productivity,
reliability and a lower cost of ownership.

Software as a Service (SaaS)
Our operational intelligence, application
performance monitoring and test management
SaaS products provide you with all the benefits
of an in-house installation, without the need for
in-house infrastructure or expertise. We ensure
everything runs smoothly with proactive security
and performance monitoring. Hosted in the cloud,
you have the flexibility to access your data from
anywhere, at any time.

WE OPTIMISE
Avocado are IT optimisation and digital
transformation experts.

Security

Our operation intelligence and digital performance
management solutions help deliver exceptional
customer experiences by leveraging data to optimise
performance, processes and applications.

Avocado can provide security insights and services to
maximize your investment and strengthen your security
position. We can help identify flaws and vulnerabilities
that may lead to unauthorised access to systems,
sensitive data and confidential information.

Operational intelligence

Cloud

Unlock and transform your machine-generated data
into valuable insights, helping you be more productive,
profitable, competitive and secure.

Cloud is now a fundamental piece of your IT strategy.
We have extensive experience helping customers on
their roadmap to adopt cloud from migration through
to digital transformation.

n Measure critical IT services and applications
across your organisation
n Analyse data in real time
n Identify security flaws and vulnerabilities
n Measure conversion rates, customer experience,
satisfaction and sales

Digital performance management
See your customers’ journey through their eyes to
deliver the best possible experience.
n Detect and diagnose application performance
issues in real-time
n Real-time application and network performance
analytics
n Ensure application releases are on time, reliable
and robust
n Analyse customer behaviour to identify patterns
and trends

We leverage the latest automation and infrastructureas-code tools and practices to ensure you deliver on
your cloud initiatives.

Automation
Automation makes it easier and faster for you to deploy
and manage your applications and systems.
Avocado can help you manage complex deployments,
dramatically reduce implementation time and boost
productivity by employing tailored, repeatable and
secure processes with automation.

DevOps
Reduce development times, improve deployment
quality and deliver new features faster. Our experienced
DevOps consultants can build your DevOps capability
and enable complete visibility through real-time
reporting. Make data driven decisions and drive a
feedback loop across your organisation.

HOW WE WORK
Whether you have a one-off project, or you’re looking
to digitally transform your organisation, our processes
ensure you meet your goals.

01

ASSESS – we review your current digital

02

PLAN – we work collaboratively with your key

capabilities, processes, technologies and skills to
understand where you are now, your current state, and
compare this to where you want to be, your future state.
stakeholders to develop a roadmap for meeting
your goals. Workshops help to define objectives and

metrics, while prototyping sessions help to quickly
determine if your ideas can become reality.

03

DO – see real change unfold as you start to

implement your plans. We can be involved
as much or as little as you need through training,
workshops, change management, development and tools
setup and configuration.

04

OPTIMISE – we review your progress against

objectives and optimise programs and systems to
continually improve your digital performance.

SUCCESS STORIES

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Avocado and our skilled consultants has a proven
track record of delivering across a diverse range
of industries, including Digital Media, Finance,
Telecommunications, Banking, Transport, Wealth
Management, Insurance, Retail and Government.

We have partnered with some of the best technology
providers to ensure we can deliver the right solutions
for you.

Some of our many success stories include:
n Development of a supply chain solution for a
leading Telco to provide pro-active reporting that
automatically flagged incomplete orders, leading to
improved fulfilment rates.
n Implementation of a performance management
solution for a leading Australian airline, helping
identify application performance issues and
improving the customer experience.

n Ansible

n AWS

n Dynatrace

n Plutora

n Puppet

n Splunk

n Swift

n Verizon

OUR CLIENTS
Avocado has a strong reputation for delivering complex
and challenging projects. We consider all our clients to
be reference sites, including:
n AMP Group

n BNP Paribas

n Clearview

n IAG / CGU

n Macquarie

n NAB

n A $250m infrastructure upgrade to leading edge
technology for a major Australian retail bank.

n Rabobank

n Reserve Bank

n Salmat Digital

n Service NSW

n Telstra

n TOLL Logistics

n Implementation of a CRM solution customised
and integrated with the existing in-house business
enterprise systems for a leading wealth manager.

n Transport NSW n UBank

n Migration of a custom built Oracle data warehouse
to an enterprise DB2 data warehouse for a leading
Australian insurer.
n Providing outsourced development services for a
major supplier of cheque processing services to
major banks.
n Designing a business analytics, application
performance and customer experience monitoring
solution in the Cloud, helping deliver a superior
customer experience for a leading global
logistics company.

n Westpac

DELIVER WITH CERTAINTY
Avocado is committed to your success – when you
succeed, so do we. We are confident in our ability and
are prepared to accept accountability for delivery.
Our culture of teamwork and our hands-on approach
creates the foundation for success.
We leverage the skills and flexibility of our consultants
to provide quality results in challenging environments.
Our consultants succeed through stakeholder
engagement, robust planning and a commitment
to delivery.

Find out more
To learn more about how our services and solutions can help you, visit avocado.com.au,
email hello@avocado.com.au or call your local Avocado office.
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